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Abstract
The modelling and simulation of friction induced NVH-problems is still a challenging task due to the high
complexity and sensitivity of the problem. Today, linear stability analyses of large-scales FE-models have
become state of the art in industrial applications. However, the so-called Complex-Eigenvalue-Analysis
(CEA) provides information for steady states without considering the nonlinear impact of e.g. joints or con-
tacts. Thus it has become evident that reliable analyses include nonlinearities. To assess nonlinear systems
it is necessary to reduce the models to a practicable size. This contribution aims on comparing different
substructuring techniques with regard to their applicability to stability problems appearing in the field of
friction-induced vibrations. To this end a model structure under frictional self-excitation and employed dy-
namic substructing is investigated by comparing results from a linearized approach via eigenvalue analysis
to those from direct time integration of the nonlinear model.

1 Introduction

Brake noise problems have been a challenging task for engineers in the industry for a long time. There are
various studies on the matter [21, 20] with the focus on underlying mechanisms that cause the noise. It is
commonly accepted that friction induced oscillations are responsible for different brake noise phenomenons
like brake squeal, groan or moan. Self-exited vibrations can occur when a HOPF bifurcation occurs and the
stability of a steady state is lost. When a HOPF bifurcation occurs the stability of a steady state may be
lost and self-exited vibrations can occur. Two mechanisms, that are commonly considered responsible for
the loss of stability in terms of LYAPUNOV [14] regarding brake systems are flutter and negative effective
damping. Regarding the flutter mechanism, the circulatorical contact forces excite the system [22, 23]. It is
commonly agreed, that flutter may be associated with brake squeal. Negative damping on the other hand can
occur when the gradient of the velocity-depended friction coefficient characteristic of a joint or contact is
negative [17, 12]. This effect can lead to negative effective damping unless the viscous damping is less than
the friction gradient.

The CEA is used for analysing the dynamical behaviour of different operation conditions and is state of the
art in industrial application. This method allows to assess the linear stability behaviour in a small domain
around the linearized operation state, assuming the HARTMANN-GROBMAN theorem for equivalent topo-
logical flow in this region [8]. Nonetheless, this analysis technique can deviate or over-predict instabilities
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when the results are compared to measured data. Numerous reasons that can be responsible for this issue
besides modelling errors. One of the influential issues is non-consideration of nonlinearities in the brake
model, which are responsible for limiting the amplitude. To obtain limit cycle amplitudes time integration
approaches are applicable to extend the consideration of nonlinear behaviour but pose an impediment due to
high computational cost.

To overcome the computational effort model order reduction (MOR) is employed. A widely used model
order reduction technique is component mode synthesis (CMS), also known as dynamic substructuring, and
applied for systems that consist of multiple components, that can be partitioned into an assembly of sub-
components. The earliest utilization of substructuring were in 1960 by HURTY [5] and later introduced as
the first CMS technique by combining rigid body modes, constraint modes and fixed-interface modes [11].
That approach was later simplified by CRAIG and BAMPTON in 1968 [1] and up until this day it is one
of the most used CMS methods in academia and the industry, referred as the HURTY/CRAIG-BAMPTON

(HCB) approach. The HCB method uses a truncated set of fixed-interface modes, which are computed via
CEA whilst fixing all interface degrees of freedom (DOF). The fixed-interface modes are ought to repre-
sent the interior dynamic of a substructure. A set of constraint modes, where each deformation shape is
calculated by applying an unit displacement on one interface DOF whilst fixing the other interface DOF, is
ought to represent the interface influences on the substructure. These two mode sets combined represent the
HCB transformation matrix. HCB reduced-order-models (ROM) then are assembled to the whole system by
enforcing exact compatibility by the interface displacements, called primal assembly.

Another family of CMS techniques employs a basis of free-interface modes. To form a complete represen-
tation it is needed to include interface attachment modes as well as rigid-body modes if the substructure is
not constrained. The transformation matrix of this reduction method, called CRAIG-CHANG (CC) approach
[6], consists of the rigid-body modes, a set of free interface modes and inertia-relief residual-flexibility at-
tachment modes. Similar methods that use free-interface modes are described in [3, 4]. In a more recent
publication RIXEN [10] proposed the dual assembly of free-interface modes and residual-flexibility attach-
ment modes, called DUAL CRAIG-BAMPTON-method, using interface forces and therefore resulting in a
weakly enforced compatibility when compared to a primal assembled structure. A wider overview of sub-
structuring techniques can be found in [9].

Commonly CMS techniques focus in the reduction of the interior of a substructure while retaining all phys-
ical interface DOF. Often the size of a CMS-ROM size is prevailed by the number of interface DOF, hence,
there is a demand for efficient interface reduction techniques. Interface reduction techniques are not the
scope of this contribution but a review of methods is provided in [18].

The goal of this contribution is to investigate the impact of dynamic substructuring on stability problems by
comparing in the first step the linear stability characteristic of a reduced model structure to the unreduced
model when affected by friction induced self-excitation and secondly comparing results obtained by numer-
ical time integration. In the next chapters an academic model is presented and after a brief description of the
HCB- and the CC-reduction methods, the stability characteristics is presented and discussed in respect to the
influence of MOR on structures under friction induced self-excitation, finally concluding and providing an
outlook for future research.

2 A multiple DoF model problem with friction induced self-excitation

In the following a well-known academic problem of mass on a belt [15, 13, 12] is extended to a chain of
masses to obtain a structure with multiple deflection shapes. Then the generic equations of motions are
derived with an impinging self-excitation due to negative damping.

The model is outlined in Fig. 1 and consists of a simple mass-damper-spring system, which is pressed onto
a belt, coupled with a multiple mass-spring system. Between the belt and the mass sliding friction is present
with a friction coefficient that is a function of the relative velocity vrel. The self-excited oscillator is subjected
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Figure 1: Chain of masses connected with springs and damper, partitioned into interface and interior parts,
with an exemplary belt with a friction coefficient, that depends on the relative velocity.

to linear structural damping. The equations of motion read

Mẍ + Pẋ + Qx + fnl(x, ẋ) = 0, (1)

where the nonlinear forces are described as

fnl = wFµ(vrel), vrel = v0 −wT ẋ, w = [1, 0, ..., 0]T ∈ Rn

with the vector w specifying the location of the belt. With introducing the relation ω1 =
√
k1/m1 and the

characteristic length L the dimensionless quantities read

u = x/L, u = [u1, ..., un]
T ,

τ = ω1t, ṽrel = vrel/ω1L, (2)

m̃n =
mn

m1
, k̃n =

kn
k1
.

As a result the equations of motion read

Mu′′ + P̃u′ + Qu +
wFµ(ṽrel)

ω2
1m1L

= 0, (3)

with ()′ = d/dτ describing the differentiation with respect to the dimensionless time τ . Linearizing with
respect to the rest position u0 = [u1, 0, ..., 0]

T leads to the matrices

M = diag(1, m̃2, ..., m̃n), D =

[
d1−Fµ(ṽrel)
m1ω2

1L
0

0 0

]
, (4)

K =




1 + k̃2 −k̃2 0 . . . 0

k̃2 + k̃3 −k̃3
. . .

...
. . . . . .

−k̃n−1 0

sym. k̃n−1 + k̃n −k̃n
k̃n




, (5)

and the resulting equations of motion

Mu′′ + Du′ + Ku = 0. (6)
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To be able to assess the nonlinear behaviour the velocity dependent friction law was regularized and fitted
to a characteristic, where the transition from static friction to sliding friction shows a negative gradient.
Therefore the friction coefficient µ is written as

µ(vrel) = (0.3)
2

π
arctan(vrel/ε) + 0.2e(−2|vrel|), (7)

where ε is a constant, that changes the transition characteristic from static to sliding friction. Fig. 2 shows
the resulting nonlinear force as a function of vrel with the different values for ε.
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Figure 2: Regularized, velocity dependent force curve.

For the presented cases in the next chapters ε = 0.001 is used.

3 Model order reduction

This section presents two different substructuring techniques which are considered in this contribution. The
HCB- and the CC-methods will then be applied to the model structure (Fig. 1).

3.1 Hurty/Craig-Bampton Method

The system of equations of motion for a substructure reads

Mü + Du̇ + Ku = f . (8)

The substructure equations of motion are partitioned into interior (subscript i) and interface (subscript b)
DOF, as [

Mbb Mbi

Mib Mii

](
üb
üi

)
+

[
Dbb Dbi

Dib Dii

](
u̇b
u̇i

)
+

[
Kbb Kbi

Kib Kii

](
ub
ui

)
=

(
fb
0

)
(9)

where the indices b and i are relating to the interface and internal component of the system matrices and
vectors. The static response of the substructure interior is computed by prescribing a unit displacement at
one interface DOF at a time while holding all the other interface DOF fixed. These CMs are given as

Ψ =

[
I

−K−1ii Kib

]
. (10)

The CMs form a static condensation that leads to a reduced model. This leads to a representation where all
interior DOF are eliminated and the physical interface DOF are retained. To enhance the capability of the
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reduced representation to capture the dynamic behaviour of the model, the internal dynamic of the model
has to be taken into consideration. The set of CMs is then complemented with a set of dynamic modes by
assuming a harmonic solution for the interior DOF where the interface DOF are held fixed. The modes are
given as (

Kii − ω2
rMii

)
(φi)r = 0, (11)

where (φi)r is the eigenvector to the corresponding eigenfrequency ω2
r . These eigenvectors are referred to

as fixed-interface modes. The modes are mass normalized and a selected number of these eigenvectors will
then provide a basis for the interior representation of the substructure, which are formed as

Φ =

[
0

(φi)1, . . . , (φi)n

]
=

(
0
Φi

)
. (12)

The combination of the constraint modes and the fixed-interface modes then shape the HCB transformation
matrix as

THCB =
[
Ψ Φ

]
. (13)

The HCB reduction matrix provides a transformation from the physical DOF to HCB generalized DOF,
expressed as

u =

(
ub
ui

)
≈
[

I 0

−K−1ii Kib Φi

](
ub
qi

)
= THCB

(
ub
qi

)
. (14)

qi are the modal coordinates linked to the fixed-interface modes. This transformation matrix can be used to
transform the mass, damping and stiffness matrices into their HCB representations.

MHCB = TT
HCBMTHCB, DHCB = TT

HCBDTHCB, KHCB = TT
HCBKTHCB. (15)

The coupling of two HCB models is conducted by a primal assembly. With a constraint equation a trans-
formation matrix can be formed to couple the models. As this contribution in particular investigates the
influence of MOR on one substructure, the coupling of substructures won’t be illustrated. More details on
the assembly of HCB reduced order systems are found in [18].

3.2 Craig-Chang Method

While the HCB reduction method utilizes fixed interface modes, there are also various methods employing
free-interface modes. One of these techniques is the Craig-Chang reduction method. The free-interface
vibration modes are shapes of the structure when the interface DOF are unconstrained. The modes are
obtained solving the eigenvalue problem of the whole system (Eq. 8):

(
K− ω2

rM
)
(φf )r = 0. (16)

The free vibration modes contain the full vibration content of the substructure and are referred to as Φf in the
further context. The free vibration modes are not enough to meet static completeness. Hence, by augmenting
Φf with two additional mode sets the problem is addressed. First the rigid-body modes are computed, if the
system is not fully constrained, written as

KΦr = 0. (17)

The rigid-body modes Φr represent the substructure’s displacement without deformations. Whereas con-
straint modes are defined by a unit displacement at one boundary DOF while fixing the rest, attachment
modes are defined by a unit force at one interface DOF while letting the other DOF free. Due to disadvanta-
geous properties attachment modes are discarded in favour of residual attachment modes (RAM). However,
in order to obtain RAMs, attachment modes computed first, defined as

Ψam = K+

[
I
0

]
= GF, (18)
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where K+ denotes the generalized inverse or pseudo-inverse of the stiffness matrix, which is the definition of
the flexibility matrix G. If the structure is fully constrained by the boundary conditions, K+ = K− = G is
valid and the computation is obtained from Eq. (18). In the case that the substructure is not fully constrained,
K is singular and there is a special procedure for computing attachment modes with the elastic flexibility
matrix Gf . In [19] it is shown, that for an unconstrained system with n DOF and nr rigid body modes, the
spectral expansion of Gf is

Gf =
n∑

j=nr+1

φf,jφ
T
f,j

ω2
f,j

, (19)

where φf,j is a free vibration mode. The spectral expansion shows, that the flexibility of the free vibration
modes will then be accounted for twice. That poses a disadvantage in regards to convergence reasons,
therefore RAMs are introduced. The residual flexibility matrix reads

Gr = Gf −
nf∑

j=nr+1

φf,jφ
T
f,j

ω2
f,j

, (20)

where nf denotes the number of free vibration modes that are included in the reduction basis. Hence, Gr

stores the information of the nd = n − nf discarded modes. With the obtained matrix, the RAMs are
computed as

Ψram = GrF. (21)

After the computation of the three mode sets the CC transformation matrix can be assembled to

TCC =
[
Ψr Φf Ψram

]
(22)

and it provides the transformation from physical DOF to CC generalized DOF, expressed as

u ≈
[
Ψr Φf Ψram

]



qr
qf

qram


 = TCC




qr
qf

qram


 . (23)

qr,qf and qram are the modal coordinates linked to the complete substructure. The transformation matrix
then can be used to transform the system matrices into their CC representations

MCC = TT
CCMTCC, DCC = TT

CCDTCC, KCC = TT
CCKTCC. (24)

The CC reduced order model can be coupled via primal assembly. Similar to HCB-ROMs a constraint
equation leads to a transformation matrix for the full coupled system of substructures. As already mentioned
in the previous subsection, this will be neglected in this contribution.

4 Results

To assess the propensity for a system to loose the stability of the rest position the so-called CEA is used, as
already mentioned in the introduction. Therefore the system equations are linearized around the rest position.
The eigenvalue problem for the chain of oscillators (Fig. 1) is written as

(λ2M + λP̃ + Q)φ = 0, (25)

where λ are the complex eigenvalues and φ are the eigenvectors of the unreduced reference system. Accord-
ingly the complex eigenvalues of the HCB-reduced model are computed with

(λ2HCB(T
T
HCBMTHCB) + λHCB(

˜TT
HCBPTHCB) + (TT

HCBKTHCB))φHCB = 0 (26)
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and for the CC-reduced model

(λ2CC(T
T
CCMTCC) + λCC(

˜TT
CCPTCC) + (TT

CCKTCC))φCC = 0 (27)

respectively.

For the comparison of the stability behaviour of the models the location of the belt and the number of consid-
ered modes is of high interest. Therefore a varation of the belt location and the number of considered modes
of the ROM were done. The model structure (Fig. 1) was set to a size of ten masses. The reduced represen-
tations of the model always discard the modes in ascending order, beginning with the highest corresponding
frequency.

max(<(λi)) > 0
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Figure 3: Linear stability results for different belt locations and various reduced model sizes.

While variating also the friction gradient, the location of the belt shows little to none influence for the re-
duction methods on the bifurcation point (Fig. 3a). The highest deviation for the bifurcation point is seen
for the HCB-method, when the belt is located under the mass m2. With increasing the number of modes in
the reduction basis for this case (m2) of the HCB-ROM, the difference to the full model decreases and its
influence on the stability border seems to be neglectable(Fig. 3b).

The results of the reference model are compared to the reduced models, where the model sizes are reduced
from ten to five DOF. The nonlinear results (Fig. 5) show, that there is a difference in terms of occurring
frequencies in the time signals. The reduced representations capture a different behaviour in the considered
frequency range.

5 Conclusion and outlook

This contribution aimed at the question, if model order reduction of a structure is stability-preserving. Two
different model order reduction techniques and a multiple DOF structure were presented and the stability
characteristics of the original structure and the reduced structures were compared. The linear results show
good agreement and indicate, that the reduction methods do not change the location of the bifurcation point
significantly in the examined case. The bifurcation point is independent to the location of the belt and the
number of considered modes in the reduction basis. Moreover the CC-method shows better agreement than
the HCB-method.
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Figure 4: Eigenvalues of the linearized state with the belt under m2 and dµ/dvrel = −0.2677.
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Figure 5: FFTs over time for the unreduced, the HCB-, and the CC-representation with the belt under m2.

The nonlinear results do not allow a clear conclusion. On one hand the findings show an unstable system be-
haviour for all models, on the other hand there are significant differences between the occurring frequencies.
There a extended study is needed, where the result can be discussed in regards to the reduced-model size.

In future studies further model order reduction techniques, e.g. the Dual Craig-Bampton-method, will be
investigated and applied to a extended model structure, where the influence of different interfaces between
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substructures can be examined. Moreover interface reduction techniques will be evaluated in conjunction
with self-excitation. Also the nonlinear consideration has to be explored to find appropriate criteria in order
to assess the quality of the reduced order model. In addition it is intended to implement different analysis
methods with direct approximation of the limit cycle via Harmonic Balance.
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